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Act I
In Guellen, a small poverty-stricken town. The industrial enterprises, once
flourishing, are now idle. The citizens are suffering from hunger and need.
The entire town is waiting for a miracle to redeem them from their misery. And
indeed, it seems, a miracle will soon occur, with the arrival of Claire
Zachanassian, an old lady, born in this town, who left it in her youth, made her
way and became a multimillionaire. Claire arrives, with her seventh husband,
and is welcomed by the citizens with demonstration pf greatest honour.
Among the people waiting for her is Ill, decades ago her lover, now owner of a
small grocery shop. The population of Guellen hope that Ill, noe married and a
pater families, will succeed to influence Claire to help them all.
Claire and Ill take a walk and exchange memories. At a feast in the inn she
promises to donate one milliard to the town, provided a condition is complied
with: it appears that, many years ago, she gave birth to a son by Ill, but the
latter, supported by false witnesses, denied his paternity; thus bringing shame
and disaster upon her. Now she is willing to make the donation, if – if the
people of Guellen take revenge on Ill for her mishap, and kill him.
The citizens, deeply shocked, refuse to offend the basic principles of Moral
and Civilization, and unanimously reject Claire's offer. But she is not in a
hurry. She can afford to wait. And wait she does.
Act II
Ill's shop. Citizens enter the grocery and buy on credit various expensive
goods, they never used to purchase. They all gradually raise their living
standard, of course, on tick. Ill sees I this corrupting development a jeopardy
to his very life and requests the help of the police, the municipality, and the
priest who advises him to escape from the town. Ill tries to quit the place, at
dawn. All his fellow-citizens come to bid him farewell. But he – erroneously –
feels sue that they came for his life. Despite their effort to persuade him not to
hesitate an longer and to leave, Ill, excited and at the end his tethers,
eventually misses his train.
Act III
The honourable of the town try to influence Claire to abstain from the huge
donation and instead to finance, the re-activation of the Industrial enterprises,
on a purley commercial basis. Yet, to their utmost amazement, they learn that
all the undertaking, plants, as well as the entire town, are already owned by
Claire. It was she who intentionally had caused the town to sink into povetry.
The marriage of Claire and the eight husband is celebrated. The citizens meet
in Ill's shop. His wife sells them many commodities, without cash payment,
while Ill has shut himself in his room. Reporters who came to report on the
wedding, enter Ill's shop. The citizens – in particular Ill's wife – fear that Ill
might turn up at any moment and reveal to the pressmen the offer of the
millionaire lady. All of a sudden the schoolteacher raises and, conscious
ridden, tries to disclose the entire situation to the reporters. The citizens try to

prevent him from talking. Enters Ill. He succeeds to silence the teacher and
thus the reporters don't learn anything about the matter.
The mayor arrives. He endeavours to induce Ill to commit suicide. Ill refuses.
He is ready to stand trial before his co-citizens, but insists that his execution
be carried out by those who will pronounce his death-sentence. A meeting of
all the citizens is convened and Claire's offer put to vote, in a camouflaged
form. The reporters leave the meeting-hall deeply moved by the Lady's high
moral standard. The citizens kill ill and receive the coveted cheque.

